
 

Test of general relativity could potentially
generate new gravitational models
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The orbits of two stars, S0-2 and S0-38 located near the Milky Way’s
supermassive black hole will be used to test Einstein’s theory of General
Relativity and potentially generate new gravitational models. Credit: S.
Sakai/A.Ghez/W. M. Keck Observatory/ UCLA Galactic Center Group

A UCLA-led team has discovered a new way of probing the hypothetical
fifth force of nature using two decades of observations at W. M. Keck
Observatory, the world's most scientifically productive ground-based
telescope.

There are four known forces in the universe: electromagnetic force,
strong nuclear force, weak nuclear force, and gravitational force.
Physicists know how to make the first three work together, but gravity is
the odd one out. For decades, there have been theories that a fifth force
ties gravity to the others, but no one has been able to prove it thus far.

"This is really exciting. It's taken us 20 years to get here, but now our
work on studying stars at the center of our galaxy is opening up a new
method of looking at how gravity works," said Andrea Ghez, Director of
the UCLA Galactic Center Group and co-author of the study.

The research is published in the current issue of Physical Review Letters.

Ghez and her co-workers analyzed extremely sharp images of the center
of our galaxy taken with Keck Observatory's adaptive optics (AO). Ghez
used this cutting-edge system to track the orbits of stars near the
supermassive black hole located at the center of the Milky Way. Their
stellar path, driven by gravity created from the supermassive black hole,
could give clues to the fifth force.

"By watching the stars move over 20 years using very precise
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measurements taken from Keck Observatory data, you can see and put
constraints on how gravity works. If gravitation is driven by something
other than Einstein's theory of General Relativity, you'll see small
variations in the orbital paths of the stars," said Ghez.

This is the first time the fifth force theory has been tested in a strong
gravitational field such as the one created by the supermassive black hole
at the center of the Milky Way. Historically, measurements of our solar
system's gravity created by our sun have been used to try and detect the
fifth force, but that has proven difficult because its gravitational field is
relatively weak.

"It's exciting that we can do this because we can ask a very fundamental
question – how does gravity work?" said Ghez. "Einstein's theory
describes it beautifully well, but there's lots of evidence showing the
theory has holes. The mere existence of supermassive black holes tells us
that our current theories of how the universe works are inadequate to
explain what a black hole is."

Ghez and her team, including lead author Aurelien Hees and co-author
Tuan Do, both of UCLA, are looking forward to summer of 2018. That
is when the star S0-2 will be at its closest distance to our galaxy's
supermassive black hole. This will allow the team to witness the star
being pulled at maximum gravitational strength – a point where any
deviations to Einstein's theory is expected to be the greatest.

  More information: A. Hees et al. Testing General Relativity with
Stellar Orbits around the Supermassive Black Hole in Our Galactic
Center, Physical Review Letters (2017). DOI:
10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.211101
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